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Abstract. Supcrconduclivity, resistivity and Hall Effcct data Corlhl'
noble metal alloys are compiled Crom the literature, measurcmcnts at
room tcmpcrature for thc lIall cocfficient of Pb-Bi and Pb-Tl alloys
are prescntcd. Thc rcsults support an extensivc correlation bct .•••.('cn the
superconducting transition tcmpcrature and thc galvanomagnctic lIall
cocfficient oCmdals.

PACS: 74.10.+vj 74.90.+nj 72.15.Gd

1. Introduction

In this paper a rcport is given about sorne ernpirical correlations between thc
supcrconducting transition ternpcratllrc, Te, and the galvanornagnetic Hall coeffi-
cicnt Il(T) for a Ilumber ofrnctallic conductors. Such a correlation was found a few
ycars ago for a number of pure rnctals (Linde 11]), and was interpretcd in tcrms
of an assumed modified form of the paired charge carricrs in the BeS theory of
superconuuctivity (Linde [2]).

According to this corrclation, low valucs of IRI favour as a rule relatively
high values of Te for a given metal. It will be shown in the following that this
correlation extcnds also to the data for several alloys. The values of Te and R at
room tcmperaturc, discussed below, havc becn mainly taken from the literature. In
addition \Vereport sorne rcsults froIn new mcasuremcnts on a number of Pb-based
.1Ioys (Pb-Tl and Pb-Di).

2. Pure rnetals

Thc nature of the correlation between R and Te can be iIIustrated from the
electron band structure of simple metals. Figure 1 shows lines of constant energy
in two dimensional k spacc which may be characteristic for a non-transition metal
with only s and p elcctrons in the conduction bando The different curves (I-IV)
in this figure may iIlustrate a section of the Fcrmi surface for different degrees of
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FIGURE l. lIypothetical 2-dimensional constant energy contours.

filling of the bands. It is well-known that, on a surface such as 1, for which the
curvature is everywhere positive, the charge carriers are electron-like and give a
negative contribution to R, while on surfaces such as IV with negative curvature,
the charge carriers can be conceived as being hole-like and the corresponding
contribution to R is positive. For fillings of the bands, charaeterized by Fermi
surfaees such as Il, both, eledrons and holes, may be cxpected to contributc
to the transport properties. Thus, fo¡ these metals there are both positive and
negative contributions to R and a numerically small value of R may resulto

In the modified Cooper-pair model mentioned aboye, the paired charge carri-
ers are composed of one eleetron and one positive hole. On thc bases of this model
it was argued (Linde [1D that the occurrence of both, electon-like and positive
hole-like, carriers in the condudion band is a necessary condition for a given metal
te become a superconductor. Equal or ncarly equal eoncentrations of electron-like
and hole-like carriers would result in low valucs of IRI and would favour the occur-
renee of relatively high valucs of Te. (Compare this to the transition tempcratures
in the order-disorder transition of alloys in the 50 at % region). \Ve note that this
pair model does not require 'that the Knight shift for the magnctic susceptivility of
superconduetors should deerease down to zero in thc temperature rcgion T < Te.
This is in contrast to the original Cooper-pair model but agrees with experimental
results. A deerease is ohserved but doesn't get to zero even at T = OOK(see also
Linde [31). Sorne further eonsequences of the modified pair model for the basie
phenomena in the theory of superconduetivity are treated in Linde and Rapp [4].

From data for the Hall cacfficient (experimental and theoretical anes), it
is in sorne cases possible to get information about the relative concentrations
of eleetron-like and hole-like charge carriers in the eonduction bando Only for
monovalent rnetals it is, however, possiblc te obtain theoretieal values by simple
calculations. Agreement between the theoretical and experimental values implies,
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as a rule, that only eleetron-like earriers are present in the eonduetion band
of the metal coneerned. Results of this kind have been obtained for the alkali-
metals (see e.g. Kittel [5]). Accordingly the Fermi surfacc for these metals is free
electron-like, such as 1 in figure 1, and only electrons eontribute to the eurrent
and Hall eonduetivities. Clearly, the eonditions for pairing between electrons and
holes are absent in this situation whieh would eorrespond to the non-observed
supereonductivity in the alkali metals.

IRI for the noble metals is smaller than for the alkalies corresponding to the
larger eleetron density in the noble metals. In this case, however, ealculations bascd
on free electrons yield negative values for R with absolute magnitudes larger than
those obtaincd expcrimentally (see e.g. Kittel [5]). In these ncarly free electron-like
metals, there may thus be portions of the bands with negative curvature where
the eharge earriers are hole-like, as indieated by the form of eurve II in figur~ 1,
and sorne eleetron-hole pairing eould therefore oeeur.

The overall features of this correlation between R and Te remain valid for aH
values of R as illustrated in figure 2 for the elements with only oS and p eleetrons
outside filled shells. The values of R, generally at room temperature, were taken
from the Landolt-B6rnstein tables [6J. Further details are given in Linde 11].

\Ve now wish to extend this invcstigation by means of a study of R and Te for
several alloy systems.
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FIGURE 2. Correllltion betwecn R Ilnd Te for metal elements with only I!I and p electrons. Te
denotes normal conductivity down to the temperll.ture given. From Linde [1].
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3. Noble metal alloy.

An experimental approaeh to this problem eonsists of a study of noble metals
under alloying. The addition of eleetrons to noble metal hosts will, on a rigid
band model, inerease the portions of the Fermi surfaee with negative eurvature
sueh as in the striated region of figure 1, resulting in an inereased density of
holes at the Fermi surfaee. An extcnsion of thc eorrelation betwcen R and Te
wouId thus imply that an inereased eoneentration of a polyvalent solute in noble
metal hosts is aeeompanied by a numerical deerease of R and the oeeurrenee of
supereonduetivity. Te \vould be expeeted to inerease with solute eoneentration
until the eleetron-like eharge earriers come into a minority, and thcn a deerease
of Te is antieipated.

Comprehensive mcasurerncnts of the Hall eoefficient of noble metal alloys are
avaHable (Kaster and Rave [7], Kaster and Hank [SJ).The overal! behaviour of IRI
in these systems is a linear deerease with inereasing solute eoneentration. In several
alIoy systems there is an initial inerease in IRI with a maximum at about or below 1
at % of solute, after which a more extended region of a linear deercase f01l0W5.
This phenomenon has received particular attention. In the prcsent eontext, it is
a minor cffeet, however, since the deseription of the overall results is not affeeted
by current interpretations of this maximum. T\'I'Oseparate eontributions to R are
di5tinguishcd (Hurd [9l): one arising from the band structure giving the linear
dcerease of IRI and one from the anisotropy of the eledron relaxation time giving
the initial increase of IRI which saturates at a fairly low solute coneentration.

As mentioned aboye, the theoretical values of R for Cu, Ag and Au, calculated
on hasis of the free electron model, have higher negative values than the exper-
imental ones. This difference is generally found to increase when the analysis is
extended to noble metal al!oys. \Ve illustrate this by the data for AuZn al!oys given
in figure 3. Experimental data are from Raster and Hank [81, and the ealculated
values are based on the la\tice parameter data of Owens and Roberts 110]and the
assurnption that each Zn atom contri butes two electrons to the conduction band of
the alloys. In terms of the model of elcetron-hole pairing, it is thus concluded that
alloying of the noble metals would favour the oecurrence of supereonductivity.

Supporting these conclusions, supereonductivity has been discovered in the fce
phase of 14 noble metal al!oy systems (Hoyt and Mota l11j, Mota and Hoyt 112J).
Transitions were observable down to 7 mK in those investigatioIls corresponding
to a lower limit of solute eoneentration of about 3 at %. In aH cases where results
for a number of alloys in the same aBoy system were reported, it was found that
Te inereases with inereasing solute coneentration. Te V3. R is plotted in figure 4
for the six Au-based alloy systcrns, where Te has been measured. For the AuZn
alloys the evaluation required extrapolation of the Hall effect data over a few at %
of salute concentration. For comparison a few other alIoy systems were similarly
evaluated. In sorne cases, Te was mesured for a few samples of one and the same
eomposition. The separate values then obtained have aHbeen plotted. The general
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FIGURE 3. R v,. Zn concentrlltion for AuZn. Poinls are from experiments by KO!lter a.nd Hllnk 18].
The fullline is the free electron value.

charactcT of the corrclation bctwccn R and Te is the same as that in figure 2. This
remains valid also whcn data fraID the litcrature for Ag and Cu-based alloys are
included in a diagram like figure 4 although thc values are then more scattcrcd.

Far noble metal alloys a general correlations between Te (or the eleetron
phonon intcraction .\) ami thc temperature derivative of resistivity, dp/dT, aboye
room temperature has becn pointed out (Rapp [13]). Resistivity data are available
for a large number of alloy 'ystems (Linde [14J). From these data and the assumed
correlation between ). and dp/dT, it is found that the correlation between R
and Te has an even wider range of applieability for noble metal alloy systems
than that first observcd. There are in aH 27 alloys systems for whieh data on
the concentration dependonee of dp/dT (Linde [141l as well as R (Kaster and
Hank ¡Sil are available. In 25 of these systems the electron-phonon coupling,
as inferred from the data of dp/dT, ¡ncreases on alloying while IRI deereases in
agreemcnt with the eorrclation bctwccn R and Te. AuMg is particularly interesting
because it is the only allo)" system in thesc reports where IRI increases with
solute coneentration. From rcsistivity data it is inferred that ). deereases with
solute concentration in this system, but the correlation between R and Te is again
confirmed also in this anomalous case. Finally, for the remaining alloy system,
CuMg, resistivity data ¡ndicate a dccrcasing ). while JRI al so deereases. It would
thus secm that the eorrclation bctween R and Te fails in this case. The effects are
small however. Comparcd to the other anomalous system, AuMg, resistivity as
well as Hall coefficient data for CuMg are rcstricted to smaller or mueh smaller
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FIGURE 4. Te VI. R for Au-based aJloys. Te data are froID Hoyt and Mota lllland Mota and
Hoyt [121. R data are from Koster and Hank [81. Open symbols: Linearly interpo-
lated Hall coefficients. CJosed symbols: I¡nea.rly extrapolated results. From Linde and
R.pp [251_

eoncentration ranges. A more definite statement may thcrefore have to await
additional measurements on CuMg alloys.

4. Pb- TI and Pb-Bi

For further investigations regarding the validity of the correlation between R
and Te for alloy systems, two systems differing rather much from noble metal alloys
were seleeted. The Pb-Tl and Pb-Bi systems are morcover intercsting since they
form eontinuous fce solid solutions over wide ranges of eoncentration in which Te
varies over a range of values which is unllsllalIy large for non-transition metal alloy
systerns. The supereondueting properties of these alloys have becn investigated in
detail (Dynes and Rowell [151l. Measurements of the Hall coefficient have also
heen reported (Takano and Sato [161l which, for the Ph-Di alloys, however, cover
only a fairly limited eoncentration range. In order to follow the data of R further,
we have extended these measurements farther into the Di rich region. Additional
results for new measurements on the Pb-TI and dilute Pb-Di systems are also
reported.

Starting materials were metals of nominal purity 99.999 wt % or better (Mate-
riaIs Research Ltd). Appropriate quantities, thoroughly cleaned by etching, were
melted and homogenized in an induction fumace at pressurcs below 10-6 torro
Weight losses were negligible. The samplcs were cald-rolled into foils and cut into
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suitable formoThe thickness was determincd from the surface area, mass and, the
densily oblained from publi.hed X-ray dala (Tyzaek and Raynor [171and Tang
and Pauling [18]). Good thermal contact over the sample area was assured by
using two eu plates separated from the sample by mica and silicon grease. The
Hall coefficient was measured with a dc current of only 200 mA in order to further
reduce heating effects. The magnetic field was about 1 T and perpendicular to
the surface of the foil. By repeated reversals of the magnetic field and current
directions, various spurious effects could be eliminated, such as the voltage drop
between the Hall proves due to the transport eurrent and a small misalignment
of lhe Hall probes, lhe Nem.l and Righi-Ledue effeels and lhermal ernf : s in
lhe Hall vollage cireuil. The resulling Hall vollage of lhe order of 100 nV was
measured by a Tinsley potentiometer with a voltage sensitivity of about 10-9
voh.
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FIGURE 5. Te VI. R for Pb-Tl (triangles) and Pb-Bi (cireles). Open symbols present meuure-
menta, elosed symbols: excepts of data from Takano and Sato [16]. Figures denote Ilt %
of solute concentration in Pb. Te data were interpolated from Dynes and Rowell [15].

The results are shown in figure 5 whcrc Te is again plotted versus R (293°K)
and the solute concentation in at % is marked in the figure. Values for Te are
from Dynes and Rowell [151.The values of R for Pb and d¡¡ule PbBi alloys are
somewhal higher lhan lhose reporled in lhe lileralure (Takano and Salo [16]). The
reason for this diserepaney of up to 20% is not c1ear.One possibility might be the
diffcrent states of eold work and defeet levels to whieh the Hall eoefficient of Pb
is apparently very sensitive (Bergman [19]). It is seen that the trend from the low
eoneentration alloys is eontinued for the more eoneentrated alloys and extends
aH the way to just below about 30 at % BL For the PbTI system there is sign
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reversal for R for low TI eoneentrations after which IRI inereases with inereasing
eoneentration.

Divergent results have been reported for the ma.ximum solubility of Di in Pb
Hansen [201gives 23 at % while ElIiot [211,quoting different investigators, puts
the phase boundary at 19 and 32.5 at % respeetively. 'Prom results of tunnelling
measurements, Dynes and Rowell [151 eonc1ude that the supereondueting prop-
erties are very similar in the fee and the neighbouring ( phase in this system.
\Ve attempted to prepare one more alloy with 35 at % Di which is below the (
phase boundary. The Hall eoefficient for this aIloywas however large and negative
(-7.8 x 1O1l m3/As) and was omitted from figure 5. This result may he due to
a precipitation of a Bi rich phase during the rather slow cooling in the induetion
furnace.

The overall feature of figure 5, howeverI is a general confirmation of the corre-
lation between R and Te. Over a range of Pb-based alloys with solute coneentra-
tions extending to about 40 at % TI and 30 at % Di. a deercase of IRI irrespective
of the sign of R is aeeompained by an inerease in Te.

5. Concluding remarks

In conc1usion ,ve shall discuss sorne obvious Iimitations of the validity of the
R-Te eorrelation diseussed in this reporto

No universal curve between R and Te has been obtained. It may be observed
that the eorrelation between R and Te for superconduetors among the transition
elements (Linde 111) is of a similar nature to that shO\••..n in figure 2. but with
the maximum values of Te displaced in the direction of the positivc'R axis which
may have its origin in the incompletely filled d-shells of these metals affecting the
value of R but not that of Te.

For alloys, the effeetive masses of holes and eleetrons in different portions
of the bands can develop differently with the addition or depletion of eledrons.
Various sueh details of the eleetronic bands charaderistic for different hosts will
determine the delieate balance between negative and positive eontributions to R
and it is quite reasonable to expect R to change differently for a particular solute
in different solvents or for different salutes in a given solvento The discussion in
conneetion with figure 4 illustrates this argumento The data for eaeh alloy system
are less scattered than aHthe gold based alIoy data which are in turn lcss scattered
than all the noble metal based. data. Similarly, deviations from the correlation
between R and Te are not surprising in an allay system when one eomponent is
varied over too wide a coneentration range sueh as in the Pb-TI system aboye
ahout 40% TI.
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Another point worth mentioning is the different influence of disorder on R and
Te of Pb. With quench condensing at a low temperature, R of Pb will approach
the free electron value (Koepke [22]), as expected for the liquid-like structure of
amorphous metals while the Te : S of Pb and Pblli alIoys are only slightly affected
by quench condensing (Petersen [23]). Apparently the correlation between R and
Te break s clown in such a case involving very large disturbances of the electron
bands.

Finany, owing to the restricted availability of experimental data in the liter-
ature, only room temperature values of R have been used implying a complete
neglect of the temperature dependence. In cases where this approximation is not
justified, the effed is however often small for the scale of figure 2. There are cases
where the temperature effect is however large. The interpretation of the R-Te
correlation of figure 2 may be affected in such cases as Zn and Cd where, in single
crystals at low temperatures, there is a change of sign of R (Alderson et al. [24]).

In spite of these shortcomings ciue to an oversimplified model, we find the
experimental cvidence for a correlation betwccn R and Te quite irnpressive. It
extends through the simple elcments and (in a somewhat rnodified form) to sorne
d band elements and a large number of alloys. Such a correlation has, to our
knowlegde, not hithcrto becn dcduccd from obscrvcd data and its connection w¡th
basic thcory of superconductivity certainly mcrits further invcstigation.
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Resumen. Se compila de la literatura los datos de superconductivi.
dad, resistividad y efecto Hall para aleaciones y metales nobles. Se
presentan medidas a temperatura ambiente del coeficiente de Hall de
los sistemas de aleaciones Pb.Bi y PlrTI. Los resultados apoyan una
correlación muy extensa entre las temperaturas de transición a super.
conductividad y el efecto Hall de los metales.


